The Upper Thoracic Hump Pattern
(and fixing it with Koren Specific Technique)

BY TEDD KOREN, D.C.

“Patients are concerned about their humps and are very motivated to get them fixed. They should be.”

“Doctor, I’ve been worried about my hump. Will it get worse? Can you fix it?”

Unlike the better-known dowager’s hump, the upper thoracic hump (see photos and illustrations) is more common and is found in younger as well as older people.

Patients are concerned about their humps and are very motivated to get them fixed. They should be. Along with its unattractiveness, the hump affects the heart, lungs and thyroid.

Increased thoracic curve (hyperkyphosis) has even been linked to increased mortality. One research paper finds, “The hyperkyphotic posture was specifically associated with an increased rate of death due to heart disease.”

The hump can also cause or contribute to hand, arm, shoulder, neck, lower back, sacrum and sciatica pain. Patients fear it is a harbinger to little-o’l-man/ woman status, i.e. the dowager’s hump.

The classical dowager’s hump or dorsal kyphosis (forward curve in the mid and upper thoracic spine) is associated with old age and may involve wedged or triangular shaped vertebral bodies, compression fractures and osteoporosis. Undoubtedly, it is the end-stage of a chronic subluxation pattern and is probably related to the upper thoracic hump.

Subluxation patterns

Pattern: A consistent, characteristic form, style, or method, as:

a. A composite of traits or features characteristic of an individual or a group: one’s pattern of behavior.

In medicine, a “syndrome” denotes a group of symptoms that characterize a disease condition. Chiropractic, being a vitalistic healing profession rather than disease and symptom oriented, refers to a group of subluxations as a pattern.

There are a few common patterns we can quickly locate (analyze) and correct (yes, correct) with Koren Specific Technique (KST). In addition to the hump pattern, there are the panic pattern, various cranial patterns, the femur head pattern and the upper cervical pattern.

What is the hump pattern?

A hump is usually easily palpated at the top of the thoracic spine or at the thoracic/cervical area. The head is often anterior to the shoulders, exposing the upper thoracic area. The body deposits fat over the exposed area, which has been referred to as the “hump pad.”

The hump pattern causes loss of height and diminished lung capacity. Diminished lung capacity may not be noticed until the pattern is corrected and you tell the patient to inhale.

These pictures show a woman and a man each with an upper thoracic hump. Notice the anteriority of the head (look at the ear relative to the shoulders). The woman’s hump is more pronounced. Some humps are barely noticeable; only proper analysis will determine if the upper thoracics and other structures of the hump pattern are subluxated.
When the hump is corrected...

When the hump pattern is corrected or adjusted, patients often experience immediate improvement in posture, balance, breathing and loss of inflammation along the anterior ribs. A greater overall sense of relaxation and well-being is often noticed as deep subluxation stress releases.

The goal of chiropractic care is not to correct the hump per se, but to correct the subluxations associated with the hump (the hump pattern). Once the subluxations are corrected and the segments are no longer fixated, the body is better able to restore a healthy posture.

For many, the hump may not appear much different at first; however, for some people, the hump may dramatically reduce within a few days and may disappear within weeks. Others, depending upon age and lifestyle, may take longer. But, as long as the hump remains unsubluxated, it will be healing.

Fixing the hump pattern

The key to a proper correction is specificity: knowing exactly what is out of alignment and the direction of the misalignment (listing). This permits you to use a minimal amount of force/energy/information to correct the subluxation. Corrections will also be more long lasting.

Note: With KST hump pattern adjusting, the patient is standing or sitting.

What needs to be adjusted?

This is the typical hump pattern:

2. Ribs: 1st, 2nd and 3rd anterior ribs are usually inferior on the right and superior on left. This is important. The reason the hump persists, even after vertebrae adjustments, is because the ribs are locked. There may be inflammation and sensitivity over the anterior ribs when they are challenged.
3. Other thoracics: A mid thoracic vertebrae (usually T-7 to T-9 inferior) is involved. It may be rotated left or right. The ribs are usually inferior on one side and superior on the other side.

Note: Hump pattern patients often have lumbar and/or sacral problems/subluxations. This may be compensation

Slight variations

Some hump patterns have complications (oh, no!) and, unless corrected, the hump will not release. Here they are:

1. T-1 and T-2 counter-rotation: In addition to T-1 and T-2, superiority, T-1 and T-2 may be counter-rotated, meaning that T-1 is rotated left, while T-2 is rotated right or vice versa (challenge the spinous processes). In some cases, counter-rotation can cause severe nerve impingement and pain, numbness and paresthesias and weakness in the shoulders, arms, wrists, hands and fingers.

2. Transverse process (TP) and rib involvement: Occasionally, you’ll find T-1 and T-2 tilt. The transverse processes (TPs) may be anterior/superior on one side and posterior/inferior on the other. The rib articulations can be involved, causing brachial plexus problems. It isn’t easy to adjust the TP and ribs from the inferior and posterior (unless you’d like to do some surgery), so contact the superior/anterior side.

3. Thoracic discs: On occasion you’ll find thoracic disc subluxations. C-7/T-1, T-1/T-2 or T-2/T-3 discs may be subluxated on the left or right side. Adjust, using the ArthroStim™.

4. Sternum and clavicles: On rare occasions, a patient may have the sternum and/or clavicles out of alignment. This is often as a result of trauma.

Adjustment/correction

Finally! Let’s fix that hump. Koren Specific Technique (KST) is a quick and easy method of analyzing and correcting any part of the body. It will quickly tell you if there is a hump pattern. After you determine the listings involved, we recommend you use the ArthroStim™ adjusting instrument to correct the involved segments.

The ArthroStim™ is a “toggle in a bottle.” I set it at 12 taps per second. In a pinch, a hand-held adjusting instrument may work. You can also use a thumb toggle (à la DNFT) but, in my experience, nothing corrects subluxations as easily as an ArthroStim™.

1. Correcting the upper thoracics: T-1 and T-2 are adjusted contacting the spinous or the lamina pedicle junction superior to inferior (S to I). T-3 is adjusted inferior to superior (I to S). If there is counter-rotation of T-1 and T-2 (i.e., one goes left, one goes right), it must be corrected and contact is usually on the spinous processes.

2. Correcting the ribs: This is very important. If the ribs are not released, the hump will not release and the upper thoracics will re-subluxate. The ribs are adjusted at their anterior. Contact is just lateral to the sternocostal junction and is followed, line of drive is usually 1 to S on the right and S to I on the left. Use the sleeve with the narrow fork with the ArthroStim™. The ribs usually correct very easily but, be gentle, because they may be inflamed from years of subluxations.

3. Correcting disc subluxations: To locate a disc subluxation in KST, we use the negative finger (2nd or index). The procedure is as follows: Touch the area where the disc is located (between the vertebrae) and the body will tell you by the occipital drop or other biofeedback mechanism (i.e., muscle goes weak, reactive leg goes short) if the disc
Dowager’s Hump

Can KST procedures help dowager’s hump? Since the dowager’s hump (DH) kyphosis is due to compression fractures, unlike the upper thoracic hump, it will most likely never return to normal shape. However, people with DH don’t have to live in pain or get worse. When their subluxation patterns are corrected, the nervous system will function better. This will promote decreased pain and other symptoms, while promoting overall healing.

This is in contrast to the medical approach which is exercise, osteoporosis medications and a procedure called vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty, wherein a radiologist injects a cement into the porous sections of the fractured vertebra to stabilize the fracture, strengthen and raise the vertebral body to normal height.

KST adjustments offer a safer alternative.
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is subluxated. Adjustment is in the direction the negative finger is pointing; the negative finger “points” to the subluxation.

4. Fixing the lower thoracic(s): Usually T-7, T-8 or T-9, etc., is adjusted L to S. Adjust L to R or R to L if there is rotation.

5. Fixing the thoracic transverse process/rib articulation:

Adjust the transverse process (TP) I to S on the high side and A to P on the anterior side. If there’s counter-rotation, either side may be out.

Will I need to correct the hump pattern on every visit?

KST adjustments usually hold for a long time. However, everyone is different and patients with severe hump patterns should be checked, at least initially, on every visit. You’ll find a re-adjustment is rarely needed.

Dr. Tedd Koren is the developer of Koren Specific Technique, a quick and easy way to locate and correct subluxations anywhere in the body. For information on KST seminars, go to www.tedd Korenseminars.com or call 800-537-3901. For information on the ArthroStim™ adjusting device, go to www.ImpacInc.net. You can email Dr. Koren at thoron@korenpublications.com.
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